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While at Pacific, Kongsy Phommachaly '04
(Biological Sciences) tutored children in the Stockton
area like Jackeline (pictured), a first grader.
Jackeline is very outgoing and works hard. I am
so proud of her, Kongsy said. "Because of students
like her, I ve decided to become a science teacher."
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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK

Words, Voices,
and a New Review
A s a writer and lover of words, I am always delighted to find

/A

a kindred spirit. Living or dead, as the case may be.

Donald V. DeRosa
Philip Gilbertson
Vice President

Business and Finance Patrick Cavanaugh
Interim Vice President
of Advancement

Among the first writers to affect me in this way were Mark

of Student Life
Executive Director

my writing style as a young idealist. And I recall one summer
when I indulged my somber mood by reading all of the plays
of Eugene O'Neill.
But, 1 have discovered another writer. He's not a particularly

Beverly Byl

Interim Vice President

Twain and Jonathan Swift. Witty, wry, and still relevant.
Flannery O'Connor affected both my values as a person and

Julie Sina

Vice President of

Joanna Royce-Davis

of Marketing and
University Relations

Joseph Brennan

Executive Director
of Alumni Relations

Bill Coen

Editor

Sharon Hudson

Managing Editor

Daniele Hagen '99

witty writer. His goal was never to sell books or advance the art

Class Notes Editor

Michelle Seli '04

of writing. In fact, he didn't even like to write. But he couldn't

Contributing Writers

Sheri Grimes
Linda Jones Beymer

hide his passion for his topic. And he is oh, so sincere that you

Jenni Laidman

just can't ignore him. He's John Muir, and I have not felt so

Mary-Margaret
Simpson '73

moved by a writer in a very long time.

John Kane '52

Muir's is only one of the many voices I discovered when the

Design

Review staff set out to completely overhaul the Pacific Review.

Cover Photo

Although the look of the Review has changed somewhat over the

Contributing

years, the basic layout and departments have remained the same

Zehno Cross Media
Communication

Photographers

Gallo Images

Karri Shepherd
Stephen Dorian Miner
Dan Cammarano '07

for more than 20 years. We thought it was time for a real change.

Gail Matsui
Anne Moore

One of the interesting voices I discovered along the way was

Jim Sugar

Mary-Margaret Simpson '73, who contributed an amusing

Jon Draper

piece about her experiences as a new member of the Board of

Larry Maglott

Kent Lacin
Luke Powell

the Pacific Alumni Association. Sakena Yacoobi '77 used her

George Steckler
Jeff Broome

voice to dramatically improve the conditions for the women of
Afghanistan. And coach Bob Thomason '72, '83 comes across
as the voice of reason in the crazy world of college basketball.
Your voices, the readers of Pacific Review, also contributed to
creating the new Review. Last year, we asked for your opinion
of the magazine through a reader survey. More than 500 of
you responded, and your insights guided us as we created
the new Review.
I invite you to explore the new Pacific Review. And I

Pacific Review is published three

encourage you to contribute to the magazine. Write or

Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, CA, 95211. Readership

email us with a story. Tell us what you think about an issue
or topic. Send us photos and update us on your life. Share
your voice with us.

times a year by University of the

consists of 55,000 alumni, parents,
friends, faculty, students, and staff.
Material herein does not necessarily
represent the official position of the
University. Material in this publication
may not be reproduced in any form
without permission.
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CONVERSATION WITH THE PRESIDENT

Weaving Undergraduates into the Web of Research
By Dr. Donald V. DeRosa, President

More and more, undergraduate

It's an opportunity to learn

for sweeping changes in how

students are working closely
with faculty on research
projects, something unheard
of a generation ago. It's one
way that Pacific is educating
the next generation of

in a way that's different from

undergraduates are educated.

the lecture-and-discussion

Central to these reforms was

format of most classrooms.

the idea of involving students

Our young students wrestle

directly in faculty research,

with real scientific questions,

because "the abilities to

and they tell us that the

identify, analyze and

citizen-leaders.

experience enriches their

resolve problems will prove

education tremendously.

invaluable in professional

W

hen I was a psychology

student in the early

Some say that their
laboratory or field experiences

life and in citizenship."
In addition, I believe that

1960s, participation in

bring to life the concepts

society as a whole stands to

faculty research was reserved

presented in their textbooks.

gain a great deal from

for graduate students. As

Others say they enjoy the

exposing young people to

undergraduates, my fellow

thrill of discovery that

research. While some of

students and I could volunteer

research provides. And

the students working in

as subjects lor studies, but

although they may not realize

our labs today will go on to

at the time, undergraduates

it now, I believe that students

become scientists, engineers,

of thinking about

weren't employed as research

gain something more. As

and health care professionals,

the world that can

assistants in the laboratory,

they work alongside faculty

many will follow other career

taught to use state-of-the-

experts to define problems,

paths. Yet all will come

art instruments, or involved

seek solutions, and record

away from their research

in preparing articles for

and publish their findings,

experience with a first

publication.

students who conduct

hand understanding of how

research learn a way of

knowledge is created and

door is now open for

thinking about the world

transmitted.

undergraduates in many of

that can be tremendously

America's best universities.

liberating.

Fortunately, the laboratory

Pacific has long been a leader

As the philosopher John

be tremendously
liberating.

who will be the citizen-leaders
of our nation in the years to

Dewey phrased it 90 years

come. As Dr. Gary Miller,

undergraduates are actively

ago, the scientific habit of

College of the Pacific's dean

engaged in dozens of faculty-

mind leads to "emancipation

and a leading biologist, has

led research programs,

from local and temporary

written, "Civic responsibility

including a promising effort

incidents of experience, and

requires an understanding

to unlock the secrets of spider

the opening of intellectual

of science because there is a

silk, one of the strongest

vistas unobscured by the

scientific dimension to all

materials on Earth.

accidents of personal habit and

human endeavors."

predilection."

students a way

This insight is vital tor those

in this area, and today our

Undergraduates play

Research teaches

Undergraduate research, it
seems to me, is an ideal way

an important role on the

Education leaders have

interdisciplinary research

again embraced Dewey s

to foster that kind of civic

team, from collecting and

thinking. A few years back,

responsibility.

caring for the spiders to using

the Boyer Commission, a

sophisticated instruments to

panel of higher education

analyze the structure of silk.

experts, issued a report calling
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ACADEMIC NEWS
St. Hope Project Contributes Art and
Number of graduates in
Pacific's first class of
Dental Hygiene students

Scholarship Funds to Oak Park Community

In an unprecedented endeavor,

The Oak Park Scholarship

former NBA player Kevin

Pacific's Oak Park Scholarship

Pacific is the only school

Johnson partnered with

is awarded to a student from

in the nation that offers a

Pacific's McGeorge School of

Sacramento High School

B.A. and Dental Hygiene

Law for St. Hope Corporation,

with high need and high

certification in just three
years.

an effort aimed at revitalizing

ability who hopes to pursue

Sacramento's Oak Park

pre-law. The scholarship is a

neighborhood and schools

component of an aid package

where Johnson grew up.

that will cover the cost of

Johnson started the project

attendance for four years.

in 1989, and formed the

In the event that the

Need Proof Pacific is

partnership with Pacific/

student does well at Pacific

Becoming More Popular?

McGeorge in 2002.

as an undergraduate,

Left: Members ofthe first
Dental Hygiene graduating
class with program director
Dr. Cindy Lyon and Dean Dugoni.

Applications have jumped
Introducing Community Art

award the Clarence Brown

while enrollment has stayed

Part of the vision for the

Scholarship, which will cover

in line with capacity. Plus,
average SATs and CPAs
continue to rise. •

project was to introduce

law school tuition.

FRESHMAN APPLICATIONS AND ENROLLMENT NUMBERS
5255
4501
3736

2000

2001

Pacific/McGeorge will

60% in the past five years,

70n

818

2°02

2003
applicants

880
2004
enrolled

community art into the

Mariel Sanchez-Garcia,

neighborhood. Toward that

the first recipient of the Oak

end, St. Hope commissioned

Park Scholarship, will enroll at

Oakland-based artist Milton

Pacific as a freshman in the fell.

Bowens to be the project's

Sanchez-Garcia is one of six

artist in residence. His charge

children and will be the first in

was to create art for and about

her family to attend college. In

Oak Park. His work is on

high school, she was a member

display at 40 Acres Gallery in

of the Los Rios Community

Sacramento. He also works

College Speech and Debate

with neighborhood children to

team. She also volunteers

introduce them to and teach

at Pacific/McGeorge's

them about art. He oversaw

Immigration Law Clinic

the creation of the mural

where she serves as a Spanish-

(above), a graffiti-inspired

language translator for clients

social commentary.

and law students.

CAMPUS HAPPENINGS
FACULTY SPOTLIGHT

Speech-Language Pathology Professor
Changes Lives in the Philippines

I

n late 2004, Dr. Marlene

language development. After

Salas-Provance, professor

surgery, Dr. Salas-Provance

of speech-language pathology,

taught therapy techniques

was the only speech-language

to parents so they could help

pathologist to accompany the

their children with speech

Rotoplast Surgical Mission

production for the long term

Team to Batangas, Philippines,

Photos top to bottom:
The SFJazz Collective;
Bal/erNY; Dominic
Thiroux, current Brubeck
Institute Fellotv, Joe
Sanders, Brubeck Institute
Alumnus, Christian
McBride, artistic director
of the Brubeck Institute;
Dave Brubeck '42.

The Rotoplast team

where they treated children

performed 116 surgeries on

with cleft lip and palate

75 patients in two weeks.

anomalies. Salas-Provance

Said Dr. Salas-Provance, "I felt

provided patients and their

honored to help these families.

families with pre-operative

They were so appreciative of

education on the causes

the team's work, and it was

of cleft lip and palate, and

such a joy to see their happy

the process of speech and

faces after surgery."

I felt honored to help these families in this small way.
— Dr. Marlene Salas-Provance, professor of speech-language pathology

PACIFIC ODDS AND ENDS
Pop Quiz
1. When was ground broken for the Alex G. Spanos Center?
a. 1963

b. 1979

c. 1986

2. What brought Bing Crosby to Pacific in 1960?
a. The filming of the movie High Time, starring
Tuesday Weldand Fabian.

b. A Dave Brubeck tribute concert.
C. To hear John F. Kennedy give a campaign speech.

3. What was Dan Cammarano '07 diagnosed with in
January after returning from winter break? Need a hint?
Go to www.pacific.edu and read Dan's journals to find out.
a. Asthma
b. Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
C. Tendonitis

4. Before Paul Kagame of Rwanda this year, when was

Brubeck Festival 2005 a Smashing Success!

the last time a seated Head of State visited Pacific?

The 2005 annual Brubeck Festival highlighted the work of

a. In 1983 when Michael Jackson "The King of Pop"

legendary pianist and composer Dave Brubeck '42, as well as
new compositions by artists he has inspired. The festival explored
diverse forms and formats of expression — from symphonic,
chamber music, small-group and big-band jazz performances,
to ballet and academic symposia. Marking its fourth anniversary

gave a concert in Stagg Stadium.

b. When King Mohammed V of Morocco visited
Pacific in 1957.
C. In 1997 when Tony Blair came to receive an

with an array of world-class performers, the Brubeck Festival

honorary degree.

celebrates diversity, crossing musical and performances

5. What year did Band Frolic debut at Pacific?
a. 1929

b. 1851

boundaries, and reflects Brubeck's deeply held values.

c. 1995
e g 'q

y

'o '£ 'e •z 'q I
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CAMPUS HAPPENINGS
PACIFIC NEWS MAKER

Dr. Lynn Beck joins the Pacific Community
on July 1, 2005 as the new Dean of the Benerd
School of Education. Beck served as Dean of
the School of Education at Pacific Lutheran
University in Washington. She has spent nearly
25 years in higher education.
Q. What brought you to teaching?
A.

small country of only eight

Nearly 2,500 students, faculty,

million. After Kagame's forces
put an end to the

staff, alumni,

mass killings,

and community

who I am.

and economic

I was drawn to the opportunity to work at a university

turned out to
hear Rwandan
President Paul

focused on creating innovative programs and giving each

Kagame at the

were in ruins. The

student personalized opportunities to learn. I saw a real

Alex G. Spanos
Center in

were faced with

infrastructures
people of Rwanda

April. Kagame

extraordinary

It's hard to pick just one. I think the most pervasive theme

visited the

challenges in the

in education today is accountability.

Stockton campus as part of a

wake of such tragedy.

week-long visit to the United

"The destiny of our

you first began teaching?

States, and Pacific conferred

country lay in our hands,"

Teachers today face an array of challenges that I didn't

an honorary degree upon him.

Kagame remembered. "But

face as a beginning teacher in Mississippi 30 years ago.

"It is a great privilege to be

we chose hope over despair.

They have to keep up on technologies that didn't exist
even a few years ago.

associated with this University,

The last 11 years have been

which is known beyond your

a tale of courage, resilience,

borders as a student-centered

and determination and are

institution," said Kagame.

beginning to bear fruit.' He

Q. What has been your favorite course to teach?

I especially enjoy teaching courses that address issues
related to ethics and ethical leadership.

President Kagame described

added, "The victims of the

how the ethnic divisions

genocide now live together in

I love being outdoors, hiking, running, doing almost

that were inflamed by

relative peace and harmony

anything that is active. Lately, I've spent a fair amount

former colonial governments

with the perpetrators. This is

of time in northern New Mexico.

culminated in the 1994

nothing short of a miracle.

Q. Where is your favorite place to visit?
A.

million people dead in the

Wake of Genocide in Rwanda

the country's

Q. How have classroom dynamics changed since

A.

Pacificans of "Miracle" in

political, social,

emphasis on outreach, partnerships, and service.

A.

genocide, resulting in one

members

Q. What's the hottest topic in education today?
A.

President Kagame Tells

I think that teaching is "in my genes." Being a teacher is

Q. What drew you to Pacific?
A.

SEEN AND HEARD ON CAMPUS

CAMPAIGN NEWS
SUMMARY OF CAMPAIGN GOALS (In Millions)
UNIVERSITY AREA

CAMPAIGN
GOAL

FUNDS RAISED
AS OF 5/31/05

Schools and The College
College of the Pacific
School of International Studies
Conservatory of Music
Eberhardt School of Business
School of Engineering
and Computer Science

$15

$11.9
$1.0
$4.9
$12.3

$13

$4.5

$30
$5
$9

Thomas J. Long School of
Pharmacy and Health Sciences
Benerd School of Education

A major renovation of the law library will be funded through
Investing in Excellence: The Campaign for Pacific, only one

of many planned construction projects. The Campaign, which will
run through 2007, has already raised more than 75 percent of
its $200-million goal.
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Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry
McGeorge School of Law
Athletics
All University Initiatives
University Center
University Library
Annual Giving
Other
TOTAL

$20
$6
$40
$10
$13
$27
$2
$10
$0

$200

$19.9
$1.8
$47.0
$4.9
$9.7
$3.3
$1.9
$15.5
$103
$157.9

PACIFIC AROUND THE WORLD

- **£

• .
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Trans-Oceanic Collaboration

Chemistry professor Dr. Paul
H. Gross collaborates with
colleagues at the University
of Hawaii, Manoa, and the
Moscow State University,
Moscow, Russia.

So That's What They
Do During Sabbatical...

From Lab Coat to
Concert Black

* $H3E*i

Conservatory professor
Dr. Frangois Rose gave
a presentation about a
computerized orchestration
tool that he developed with
physics professor Dr. James
Hetrick at the Conference on
Interdisciplinary Musicology
in Montreal.

During his sabbatical, Economics
professor Dr. Dennis 0. Flynn
made presentations related
to his work on "The Birth of
Globalization in the 16th Century"
at the London School of
Economics, Oxford University,
the University of London, and
the University of Amsterdam.

Reverse Culture Shock is Real
Vikki Dorward '06, English Major,

studied abroad in Tokyo, Japan for the
2004-2005 academic year. "Well I'll be

AWARDS AND ACCOLADES

reverse culture shocked — they weren't
joking! As I walked off the plane, the
scent of deep fryer greasy gook accosted
my nose — McDonald's. I can't say
what the pervading scent is in Japan,
but it certainly is not that!" To read
about Vikki's experiences, check out
her journals at www.pacific.edu.

Pacific Honors Five

research, dental education,

Dental Faculty

or the community.

Pacific's Arthur A. Dugoni

Left to right: Dr. L. Stephen
Buchanan, adjunct professor of
endodontics, Eve Cuny, assistant
professor of pathology and medicine,
Dean Arthur A. Dugoni, Christine
Miller, associate professor of dental
practice and co-director of the
Pacific Center for Special Care,
Dr. Donald Poulton, professor
of orthodontics, and Dr. Craig
Yarborough, associate deanfor
institutional advancement and
associate professor of diagnostic

School of Dentistry honored
five faculty members with the
2005 Medallion of Distinction
Award during its 105th annual
Alumni Association meeting.
The prestigious medallion
recognizes individuals who
have made outstanding
contributions to the Dugoni
School of Dentistry,

and emergency services.
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All I got's my spider web / Keepin' me alive
— From "Spider Web" by Joan Osborne

PROJECT ARACHNID
A

\_nne M.F. Moore knows the places to go — the cool, dark corners, the hidden

underside, the unnoticed little getaways where her friends feel at home.
Dumpsters are nice. So are garages and flower beds. But be careful. Dr. Moore's
friends can bite.
If you happen to see a student in thick garden gloves lurking around, watch and learn.
The student is recruiting new lab assistants for Dr. Moore: black widow spiders.
The black widow is everywhere on the University of the Pacific campus. It's a wonderful
thing, if you're associate biology professor Moore, and you need a small army of spiders
in your lab making material of incredible and puzzling properties.

Studies in Silk
Dr. Moore studies spider silk. She and members

than the black widow. And silk from daddy

of the spider-silk research team, including

longlegs - Pbolcus phalangoides - a common

Pacific's Craig Vierra, an associate professor

spider locally, is different from both of those.

in biology, puzzle over the incredible strength

And all three of those arc contrasted with the

of the black widow web. "If you find it when

unsticky silk ofa spider so ubiquitous it doesn't

you're cleaning your garage, you can bounce

even have a common name. Call her Hololena

your broom off it," says Moore.

curta, and look for her in almost any bush in

But the black widow is only a start. Dr. Moore

California — as long as it's not raining. She

is also looking at silk from each of the four major

captures her prey on silken horizontal sheets.

spider groups. 1 hcres the silk of the common

When a bug lands on this unsticky tarp, Hololena

pet-store tarantula, Grammostola rosea, which

sprints to dine so quickly, she s slurping her prev

Dr. Moore said is "just outrageously dilferent

before it decides which direction to run.

BY JENNI LA1DMAN

PACIFIC REVIEW

Dr. Moore's silk studies began in the early
1990s when she was a new professor at The

strong, and nobody knew the secret of it "
From that moment on, she was hooked.

Claremont Colleges east of Los Angeles.
The lab she joined was doing atomic force

Spider-Silk Fan Club at Pacific

microscopy, and as a specialist in comparative

When she arrived at Pacific in 1998, there were

biomechanics, she hoped to use the tools in

five people on the spider silk project. Dr.Vierra

the lab to pursue science at the intersection of

soon joined the growing interdisciplinary

physics and biology. But biological materials

effort of physicists, biologists, and chemists,

can be troublesome in electronic equipment.

as well as more than 20 student researchers.

They're salty, squishy, and generally unsuitable

Stef Argintean '05 is one of those students.

for use insensitive electronic equipment. Spider

The Nebraska native joined the research

silk seemed like the perfect, simple, solution.
"It's pure protein. You don't have to prepare
it, and it's dry. You can collect it on your
windowsill," Dr. Moore said.

team the summer before her freshman year
as part of a special undergraduate research
program.
"I moved out here the night I graduated

The silk may have been simple to analyze,

high school," she said. "I've gotten to really

but its properties proved anything but simple.

develop research skills and work one-on-one

Instead, its intricacy was captivating. On the

with the professors."

scale of nanometers and smaller, it revealed

"I really like learning with a purpose. If I

complexity greater than a suspension bridge

can apply something, it's more motivating to

cable, with bundles of "ropes" made from

learn it," she said. Argintean is consideringa

fibers wound at a diagonal, which altered

career in medicine.

their angle under stress to allow stretch.

Ronda Rufsvold '07 began working as a

The images we got were just so interesting,"

student researcher last semester after a biology

Dr. Moore said. "From my graduate studies I

class with Dr. Moore gave her a taste for the

knew spider silk was a nifty material, really

laboratory.
"I like being hands-on, and I like working
with the different people in the lab who know
i

•

.

so much information. Its just amazing,

»

Rufsvold said.
Students add an important dimension to the
research, Dr. Moore said. "The students tend
to be more interdisciplinary than the faculty
because they haven't been steeped in the culture
of a single science. They actually pose some very
insightful questions," she said.
It doesn't matter if the students ever pursue
a career in research when they leave her lab,
Dr. Moore said. "But they re going to be
voters," she added. "If they have an idea what
it takes to do research, they'll have an idea of
why, for instance, it takes so long for AIDdrugs to come to market."
Dr. Moore's lab has a special place in th
heart of College of the Pacific Dean
Miller. The dean is completing his presidency
of the American Arachnological Society, a
is an expert on wolf spiders.

"I very much enjoy popping by her lab," Dr.
Miller said. "It makes me feel right at home."

Professor Anne Moore admires the work
of her trusty research assistant.

Dr. Moore's lab is suitably spidery. There
are spider toys around the room and shelves

There's egg-case silk, and there's the silk

of black widow tanks along one wall. Her

that the spiders use to lower themselves into

tarantulas — seldom more than a dozen at

your hair — dragline silk. There's the silk

a time — live in a tropical cupboard habitat

of the web itself — for black widows, there's

where the scanning electron microscope vents

two different kinds of web silk. Black widows

its considerable heat.

also have something Dr. Moore calls gumfoot line, which acts a lot like the traps that

Spider Love

jungle explorers in old movies frequently found

To understand why spider silk could warrant

themselves caught up in. The gum-foot silk has

so much interest — and the $850,000

gummy droplets at one end. The black widow

National Science Foundation grant that keeps

lowers the sticky end to the ground. When an

Dr. Moore's work going — it helps to know a

ant walks onto it, the ant sticks, and the line

little about spiders.

springs skyward, leaving the ant dangling.

Start with the laboratory star—the black

Dr. Moore uses a high-speed camera to

widow. It's the thumbnail size female spider

analyze prey capture, including the use ol

with her distinctive red hourglass marking that

gum-foot line. It's part of the research team's

works in Dr. Moore's lab. The black widow's

effort to understand the forces these small

male counterpart — only half the female's size

threads can muster. Silks are analyzed further

J0*

and sporting a white or orange hourglass — is

with a tensometer Dr. Moore built from

If a female fails to eat

fairly indifferent to web building.

equipment normally used to test muscle cells.

the male after mating,

"Males have only one thing on their mind,
and they usually get eaten in the process," Dr.

It measures the silk's tensile strength, elasticity
and stiffness.

Moore said. In fact, if a female fails to eat the

"Drag-line silk is stronger than steel, weight

male after mating, the male throws himself at

for weight," Dr. Moore said. "And it's made

her in hopes of exciting her appetite.

at room temperature, in an aqueous medium,

From an evolutionary perspective, his move
makes sense. The female is unlikely to mate

the male throws himself
at her in hopes of
exciting her appetite.

without toxic waste. That makes the material
of great interest to industry.

again if she has a big meal. So to keep his

"People are trying to reproduce this in large

genes, and his alone, moving forward, male

quantities," to make fabrics that resist wear, or

makes meal. If she's still hungry, she stores his

bulletproof vests, Dr. Moore said. But she sees

sperm in an organ called a spermatheca and

little hope for a spider-silk-based bulletproof

accepts new partners.

vest. "It's too stretchy. The bullet might not go
through the silk, but the silk will go through

Spinning, Ever Spinning

you."

II the male is decidedly single-minded about
sex, the female is nearly so about spinning.

Protein is Key

Many spider species, with the exception of

Learning the strength and elasticity of the

the tarantula, actually make a number of

material is just a piece of the silken puzzle,

distinctly different types of silk.

however. Thesecrets of that strength are hidden

"Each has six or seven different silks, and
each comes from a different gland, with its

in its biology.
Dr. Vierra is search i ng for the protein structure

own morphology, which means it is being

of the silk fibers, creating libraries ofgenes that

spun differently," Dr. Moore said. "With four

spiders use to make the proteins, and conducting

different spiders, we're working with 20 or 30

the painstaking work ol identifying the amino

different silks, which is altogether too many."

acid sequences that make each silk protein.
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A spider-silk strand (smaller image,
foreground) compared with a strand
of human hair under a scanning
electron microscope.

"Our idea was to take many different
silks from different spiders and find
those that aren't strong, but might be
extra stretchy, and see how the molecular
folding differs," Dr. Moore said.

"Drag-line silk is
stronger than steel, ...
and it's made
at room temperature
without toxic waste."
— Dr. Anne Moore

"In our searches, we found what we think

Ultimately, Dr. Moore hopes to create

is a new class of silk protein," Dr. Vierra said.

a database that will match molecular

"It has structural properties that resemble

structure to material properties.

other silk proteins, but with some remarkable

"We want to know what makes it

divergence," he said. The new class of silk

strong, what makes it stretchy, and be

protein exhibitsdifferent mechanical properties

able to catalog that." Then, manufacturers

than previously sequenced silk proteins.

who want to make materials with specific

Hand-in-hand with the protein sequence

strength and flexibility requirements could

work are efforts by Barbara A. Lawrence at

use this catalog to learn what biological

Eastern Illinois University. Dr. Lawrence

properties such abilities require.

looks at how these silk proteins fold.

But studying spider silk goes beyond

Although proteins are necklaces of amino

such utilitarian concerns. Learning about

acids, their real magic occurs as those amino

how the silks differ from spider to spider

acid strings fold in on themselves in specific,

will unwind another thread.

ordered patterns — asort of biological origami.

"Because silk is such a huge part of

The way a protein folds determines what it

these spiders, and there are just so many

can accomplish. For instance, in the body,

different kinds of spiders, you've got to

proteins can fold into cellular doors that open

figure, there's an evolutionary story in

only when another carefully folded protein

there somewhere,' Dr. Moore said.

matches its cavities, like a key in a lock. Specific
folding patterns are behind silk's mechanical

Jenni Laidman is an Ohioscience writer with

properties as well.

an interest in the creepy-crawly world.

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES CENTER

U

niversity of the Pacific will build an $18-million, 54,000-square-foot Biological

Sciences Center, part of a long-range plan to build an entire Natural Sciences

Complex on the south side of the Stockton campus. The next two phases will be centers
for chemistry, and for math and physics. The new Biological Sciences Center is expected
to open by the end of 2007, according to College of the Pacific Dean Gary L. Miller.
The University is raising $200 million to pay for the construction of this building and a
host of other projects, including the University Center, a Technology Center, and a Law
Library, among others. Approximately half of the funds raised for the Campaign will go to
endowments. So far the university has raised almost $158 million toward its goal.
"We have these superb students now coming to Pacific, interested in science,
and we need to wrap them in something state-of-the-art," Miller said. "We need to
provide faculty with research spaces where students can come in and be close to
them, and to provide space for the sophisticated technologies we use in both research
and teaching."
For more information on the Biological Sciences Center or to make a contribution,
contact Dawn Atwater at datwater@pacific.edu. For more information on Investing in
Excellence: The Campaign for Pacific, go to www.pacific.edu/giving/campaign.
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Their husbands were killed in the series of wars that rocked the
country for more than 25 years. Under Taliban rule, women were
not allowed to go to school, shop, or work, and consequently went
hungry when there was no man to care for the family.
Faced with this tragedy in her own country, Sakena Yacoobi '77
founded the Afghan Institute for Learning (AIL), which taught women
a skill, allowing them to become economically independent. For her
work with AIL, Yacoobi won the 2004 Women's Rights Prize from
the Peter Gruber Foundation. The $200,000 award is one-quarter
the amount of AILs annual budget.

BY LINDA JONES BEYMER
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akena Yacoobi journeyed to University

What she came back to was a war-torn country

of the Pacific from the other side of the

(See "Afghanistan:A Century ofTurmoil," right).

"Education is the

world in search of a better future for

most important
thing for any

herself and the people of her country.
She was the first woman from Herat Province

in Afghanistan to attend a university in the
United States. Yacoobi said her father was

developing country."

both courageous and open-minded to allow
her to leave Afghanistan, a country where many

— Sakena Yacoobi '77

people still do not allow their daughters to leave
home even for one night.
"Pacific was an environment where I felt

The Soviets had burned a path of destruction
through Afghanistan. Many schools had closed,
and the literacy rate was among the lowest in the
world, particularly for women. Women were not
allowed to work, shop, attend school, or learn
to read. Greatly disturbed by what she saw,
Yacoobi developed a teacher-training manual
while working as a consultant to the International
Refugee Committee in the early 1990s.

J

comfortable," she said. "The professors were
friendly. My English wasn't good but they gave me a chance — lots
of chances."

That manual led to the formation of the
Afghan Institute of Learning (AIL), which
Yacoobi founded in 1995 to train Afghan women to become
teachers and to help them achieve economic independence. AIL

Yacoobi said her professors encouraged her and were always

is part of Creating Hope International, an organization founded

supportive. She made many friends, especially among the students

in 1982 to provide education and health assistance to people of

who, like her, had come from other corners of the world.

the world with the greatest need. Conditions under Taliban rule

I learned that I could be a leader at Pacific when 1 worked
with other students on organizing the first International Day at
the university."
Soon after Yacoobi graduated from Pacific with a degree in
biological sciences, she earned a master's degree in public health
from Loma Linda University.
When she returned to Afghanistan, she found a very different
place than the beautiful and safe country of her youth. "Everyone
was joyful and full of life, she remembers.

forced Yacoobi to leave Afghanistan and start the organization
in nearby Peshiwar, Pakistan. AIL operated underground in
Afghanistan until the fall of the Taliban in 2001, when there
were more opportunities for women.
Education is the most important thing for any developing
country, said Yacoobi. "I felt we should continue, no matter what
the situation in Afghanistan."
Since its inception, AIL has trained 9,000 teachers, provided
computer training, English language assistance, a literacy program,

.ftp..

v-'£i
t

and employment placement help. AIL now
operates 18 learning centers in Afghanistan

•1ST

lasting friendships that have enriched her life, as
another reason for her success with AIL.

and four health clinics in Pakistan and

Yacoobi remembers a special bond with Dr.

Afghanistan, and serves more than 350,000

Anne Funkhouser, retired biology professor, who

people annually.

was "friendly but tough," the kind of professor

It is very difficult for many Westerners to

that Yacoobi wanted to be. Funkhouser, who

imagine the devastation, said Yacoobi. "The

noted that she is absolutely delighted about the

country was completely destroyed - houses,

recent honors bestowed on Yacoobi, said the

schools, and businesses. The situation in

hardworking student still stands out very clearly

Afghanistan is so bad that I don't even know
how to describe it to you."
Hunger, drought, unemployment, war, and
civil strife in Afghanistan drove approximately

"We train people
to stand

in her memory, and that she thought of Yacoobi
when she read the recent best-seller, Reading

on their own."

six million refugees into Pakistan during
Taliban rule. People are going home now,
however, and Yacoobi said she sees hope for
post-Taliban Afghanistan. "The situation since
the fall of the Taliban is 80 percent better," she

— Sakena Yacoobi '77, about
her nationally recognized
organization, Afghan
Institute for Learning

Lolita in Tehran, a memoir of a female Afghan
professor who met secretly with other women to
read banned Western literature.
"I am proud of my ties to Pacific. 1 hese
wonderful people have meant so much to me
throughout my life," Yacoobi continues. When
I look back, I realize if I hadn't met them, my
life would be very different today."

said. "It has been wonderful for Afghan women

Of her on-going work with AIL, Yacoobi

and girls, but we still have many challenges."

said, "We are working tirelessly to improve the

In addition to training teachers, AIL has
provided women with skills in sewing, embroidery, and carpet

lives of women and to try to rebuild Afghanistan. Our hope is

weaving, trades that can help support them. "With a very small

that there would be no child uneducated and health care will

budget, we provide a lot of services," she said. "We train people

be there for all."

to stand on their own."
Yacoobi credits her staff of 480 women for working tirelessly
to help the organization achieve its goals. While directing AIL,
Yacoobi also serves as vice president of Creating Hope International.
She visits the United States regularly.
Yacoobi also cites Pacific, where she grew as a leader and formed

Linda Jones Beymer, aformer editor of Pacific Review, works for the
Sacramento Bee's community publication, Neighbors. She has been
a writer and editor for more than 20 years.
For more information about Creating Hope International, visit

www.creatinghope. org.

AFGHANISTAN: A Century of Turmoil

L

ike many other parts of the world, Afghanistan was occupied and

out of Afghanistan. Najibullah, the Russian-backed leader of Afghanistan,

strongly influenced by England in the early 20th century. King

however, remained in power. As a result, the mujahidin continued

Amanullah of Afghanistan was interested in westernization, increasing

their opposition, and in 1992, they finally took over the government.

freedoms for women, and lessening the power of the religious leaders in

This bloody period known as the Afghanistan War was responsible for

the nation. Largely because of this position, Amanuullah was overthrown

countless deaths and major economic damage. The mujahidin, soon

in 1929 by a tribal leader, Bacha-i-Saqao. Saqao was in charge for only

after creating a government began fighting among themselves, until 1996

a few months before Amanullah's cousin, Muhammad Nadir Khan, defeated
him and became king. King Nadir Khan continued his cousin's work toward
westernizing Afghanistan, until he was assassinated in 1933. He was
succeeded by his son. Afghanistan remained neutral in World War II and
joined the United Nations in 1946.
In the years to follow, a military coup led to the beginning of a Marx

when Pashtun Islamic fundamentalist students, now known as the
Taliban, captured the capital and declared themselves and Islam the
law in Afghanistan.
After the September 11th attacks in 2001, the United States and
its allies invaded and toppled the Taliban government for their role in
sheltering and supporting Osama Bin Ladin.

ist state supported, ultimately by force, by the Soviet Union. Afghanistan

In late 2001, a conference in Bonn, Germany, established a process

once again was headed toward a secular state. History repeated itself

for political reconstruction in Afghanistan that ultimately resulted in

in the late 1970s when guerrilla opposition known as mujahidin or

the adoption of a new constitution that allowed for three branches

"Islamic warriors" began attacks on the "godless" government and its

of government. In October 2004, Hamid Karzai became the first

Communist backer. In 1989 the Soviets signed peace accords and pulled

democratically elected president of Afghanistan.
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BY DANIELE HAGEN '99
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JOHN MUIR

MAKING MOUNTAINS GLAD
Life of John
The Muir
The California State Commemorative quarter, released in early
2005, features John Muir looking out over Yosemite Valley.
It is one more in a string of honors bestowed on this passionate
and outspoken Scotsman who came to call California his
home. University of the Pacific holds the unparalleled honor
of being the official keeper of Muir's papers in the Holt
Atherton Special Collections.

B

orn in Dunbar, Scotland in 1838, Muir emigrated to the United States
at the age of 11. When the family settled in Wisconsin, his adventurous

spirit and love of nature began to take shape. Muir was a curious young

person and won admiration and prizes for his inventions. His talent and skill as

an inventor was immense, and he once said he could have been a millionaire, "but
elected instead to become a tramp."
I he truth was that nothing quite captured his imagination like the wonders and
interconnectedness inherent in the natural world.
As a young man, Muir embodied the term wanderlust. He walked thousands
of miles from Indiana to the Gulf of Mexico, sailed to Cuba and Panama, and
eventually landed in San Francisco. Muir traveled the world, but from 1868 on,
California was his home.
It was 1868 when Muir first encountered the Sierras, remarking, "It seemed to
me the Sierra should be called...the Range of Light.. .the most divinely beautiful
of all the mountain chains I have ever seen."

Above: Portrait of John Muir. Right: Muir exploring the Yosemite Valley; Muir on an outing
with some of the first members of the Sierra Club. Bottom page 18: Drawing from Muir's
Alaska journal.
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Everybody needs beauty as well as bread,
places to play in and pray in, where Nature
may heal and cheer and give strength to
body and soul alike.

John Muir

—

PHOTOS; JOHN MUIR PAPERS, HOLT-ATHERTON SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC LIBRARY. ©1984 MUIR-HANNA TRUST.
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By 1880, Muir, his wife Louie, and their two
daughters, Wanda and Helen, had settled into
a life of domesticity in Martinez, California.
Muir managed the family fruit farm with his

"The battle for conservation will
go on endlessly. It is part of the
universal battle between right
and wrong."

—

Quote appears on

the Scottish Parliament Building in
honor ofJohn Muir

V

father-in-law and was quite successful. During
that time, he continued to travel outside the
continental United States, to Alaska, Australia,
South America, Africa, Europe, China, and
Japan, feeding his hunger for adventure.

prominent advocate for global conservation
and environmental preservation.
Muir was also involved in the establishment
of Sequoia, Mount Rainier, Petrified Forest
and Grand Canyon National Parks. In an
effort to gain support from Californians,
Muir wrote that "wildness is a necessity; and
that mountain parks and reservations are
useful not only as fountains of timber and
irrigating rivers, but as fountains of life."

The Reluctant Writer

H

e also began, albeit reluctantly, a career
as a writer, publishing a series of articles

entitled, "Studies in the Sierra." Interestingly,
he disliked writing. Even though much of his
writing was about conserving the nature he
loved, he felt time spent writing was time he
could be spending outside wandering. In the

Advisor to the President

M

uir's book Our National Parks caught
the attention of President Theodore
Roosevelt, and in 1903 Roosevelt visited Muir

in Yosemite, a visit that laid the foundation
for Roosevelt's conservation programs.
Roosevelt was deeply moved by the
experience: "Lying out at night under those

years that followed, Muir published 10 major
books and nearly 300 articles, most notably a
series of articles in Century magazine.

giant sequoias was like lying in a temple built
by no hand of man, a temple grander than any

Robert Underwood Johnson, the associate
editor of Century at the time, took to heart

human architect could by any possibility build,
and I hope for the preservation of the groves of

Muir's poignant account of the devastation
of mountain meadows and forests by sheep
and cattle, and urged Muir to find a way to
remedy the situation.

giant trees simply because it would be a shame

In 1890, thanks mainly to Muir and Johnson,
Congress passed the act that created Yosemite
National Park.

to our civilization to let them disappear. They
are monuments in themselves."
Roosevelt held true to his conviction.
In his time in office, he set in motion the
preservation of 148 million acres of national
forest, and established five national parks and

At Johnson's urging, Muir and his supporters
also formed an association to "do something
for wildness and make the mountains glad"—

23 national monuments.

the Sierra Club. Muir served as president

espite his many and varied advances
in conservationism, his one defeat lay
heavy on him. He fought tirelessly to save

of the Sierra Club until his death in 1914.
Now 700,000 strong, the Sierra Club is a

"Citizen of the Planet"

D

PHOTO, SIGNATURE AND DRAWING, JOHN MUIR PAPERS, HOLT-ATHERTON SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, UNIVERSITY OF THE PACIFIC LIBRARY. ©1984 MUIR-HANNA TRUST.

the Hetch-Hetchy Valley from becoming a
reservoir for San Francisco's water supply. The
final irrevocable decision to flood the valley
was announced in December of 1913, and
Muir passed away less than a year later, some
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When someone is working on a documentary, or
book, or article on Muir, we really are the first stop.
— Shan Sutton, head ofHolt-Atherton Special Collections

say of a broken heart.
Muir is considered one of the country's
most influential champions of conservation
and instilled in the people he encountered the
importance of experiencing and protecting
our natural heritage. He firmly believed in

^

S

oon after assuming the position of president of then College of the Pacific in 1947, Robert Burns
announced the appointment of Dr. Rockwell Hunt as director of Pacific's new California History

Foundation. Not long after Hunt's arrival, classes in California history were established at Pacific,

and in the years that followed, Pacific became know as a hub for the study of California history.

the connectedness of all things and will serve

In the early 1960s, Muir's great grandson, Bill Hanna, attended Pacific. Hanna's mother, aunt,

as an inspiration to environmentalists for

and uncle all graduated before him, and maintained a deep fondness for their alma mater. Hanna

decades to come.

had a budding interest in California history, and as he puts it, the faculty at Pacific "helped nurture

Before Muir, established national "parks"

that interest."

were mostly unique natural features, such

In the early 1970s, the Muir family was looking for a place to house a major collection of its

as hot springs and geysers. Muir was able

patriarch's personal items, some 16,500 books, drawings, photographs, journals, business and legal

to focus attention on preserving entire

documents, notes, articles, maps, and letters. Because Pacific promoted the study of California

ecosystems, explaining that "when we try to

history, and Bill Hanna had such a positive experience as a student, the Holt-Atherton Department

pick out anything by itself, we find it hitched

of Special Collections at Pacific quickly rose to the top of the list.

to everything else in the Universe."
In the words of George Hamlin Fitch,
Muir "compelled a careless nation to preserve
the Yosemite Valley, the Big Trees and the
Yellowstone Park as an everlasting heritage
of the people."

Shan Sutton, Head of Special Collections at Pacific's library, added, "I think they knew Pacific
would commit to not only preserving the collection, but promoting the use of the materials and
making them available to students and scholars."
Bill Hanna confirms, "Pacific offered a central location, exceptional preservation and documentation,
and accessibility for scholars. Both the family and Pacific have benefited from the arrangement."
In the mid-1980s, Pacific sought out and received grant funding to put the Muir collection on

More than 90 years after his death, John

microfilm, which was no small feat. The project, which included organizing and documenting every

Muir's ideas and efforts continue to thrive. His

one of the 16,500 pieces, was a major undertaking, but it meant the originals wouldn't have to be

evocative writings inspired and continue to

handled, and would remain better preserved.

inspire national and world-wide conservation.

Sutton adds that although the collection is available and catalogued on microfilm, it doesn't mean

More than 100 sites in the United States are

people don't travel from all over the world to see the originals in person. "When someone is working

named in honor of John Muir.

on a documentary, or book, or article on Muir, we really are the first stop."

And as if projecting his ideas of a century

Bill Hanna has seen interest in Muir increase since the collection came to Pacific. He said, "People are

ago into current times, he continues to teach

beginning to understand his notion that 'everything in the universe is hitched together.' If more people

us today:

understood John Muir's message closer to his lifetime, the world would be a much nicer place."

'Another glorious Sierra day in which

Pacific is also home to the John Muir Center for Environmental

one seems to be dissolved and absorbed

Studies, which publishes a quarterly newsletter, and is home

and sent pulsing onward we know not

office to the Conference of California Historical Societies and

where. Life seems neither long nor short,

the Jedediah Smith Society. Professor Bill Swagerty serves

and we take no more heed to save time or

as the Center's director and teaches a course called "John

make haste than do the trees and stars.

Muir and the American Environment."

This is true freedom, a good practical
sort of immortality."

The recent attention Muir has received — two U.S.
postage stamps, the California commemorative quarter, and

— From The Story of My

a major new display on Ellis Island — will likely mean more

Boyhood and Youth, John Muir

people will want to see Muir's personal papers. When they
arrive in the cool and quiet basement of Pacific's library,
home to the Holt-Atherton Department of Special

Daniele Hagen '99 is the managing editor
°f Pacific Review, and enjoys nature every
chance she gets.

Collections, a bust of Muir and a pair of white gloves
will be waiting.
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never wore orange and

developers, retirees, and

black together — not

homemakers.. .even someone

even once.

about to launch a line of

But my tenure on

upscale handbags. Members

the Board thus far

hailed from nearly every

has been humbling

college, school, and campus.

and — at the risk ot

And yes, while some had their

tipping the hyperbole

of their viewpoints brought a

very moving.

rare level of innovation to our

Actually,I spent part of my

Voices of the Association

sessions.
These days, we're talking
about marketing initiatives,

Reflections of a

activity for alumni to interact

strategic events, and how

New Board Member

with incoming freshmen and

we can get more out-of-state

help the community at the

alumni involved. Most exciting

By Mary-Margaret (Arnold)

Pacific, I didn't

Simpson '73, Lawrence, Kansas
have nothing against

i;Boosters. I think folks who

was a fight song.

first Board meeting picking up
litter. It wasn't hazing but an

When I attended
even know there

pet projects, the full tapestry

scale — personally

same time.

is the degree to which the

I found myself in a part of

Board is engaging in "big

Stockton I'd never seen before

picture" issues not only for the

— a canal, eucalyptus trees, a

Association but for Pacific as a

for their beloved alma mater

Buddhist Temple - laboring

whole. Our president and vice

are terrific, i just never saw

alongside several freshmen

president recently participated

myself as one.

whose life-stories made my jaw

in a retreat with the Pacific

drop. One woman had lived

Board of Regents. Seeking the

express unbridled enthusiasm

So it was with some
apprehension that I

in Europe and chose Pacific

attended my first meeting

because of its international

of the Pacific Alumni

studies program. Another

Association Board in August

student, from the East Coast,

2004. Appointed to fill

had been courted by several

an unexpired term,I was

Ivy League institutions but

honored to join but concerned

chose Pacific. I went into the

I'd have to do things that just

meetings that afternoon with

weren't.. .wel1...me. When

a new sense of purpose, to

I attended Pacific, 1 took

somehow connect these young,

myself soooo seriously. I don't

articulate voices to the actions

remember ever shaking a pom

of the Alumni Association.

pom (although I attended

opinion of alumni in such highlevel institutional planning
sessions speaks volumes to me
about the pivotal role of the
Alumni Association.
In short, the Board is a
highly trained group with a
professional focus andI come
away from each meeting more
convinced than ever that
Pacific, its alumni, and its
students are going to make

Turns out, my colleagues on

Call for Nominations

football and basketball

the Board were an impressive

Pacific Alumni Association

games).I didn't even know

lot: attorneys, a judge, a record

Distinguished Awards

there was a fight song, and I

producer, teachers, real estate

the world a better place.
Truth be told,I even
wear orange and black to
every meeting.

I
Know one or two Outstanding Pacific Alumni? Nominate them for a

1he Pacific Alumni Association is accepting

Distinguished Alumni Award! Deadline: September 15, 2005

nominations in the following categories:

Find out more: www.pacificalumni.org (Awards)

• Public Service

• Outstanding Young Alumni

pacificalimmi.org (Awards), or if you would like a form sent

• University Service

• Pacific Family

to you by mail, contact the Office of Alumni Relations toll free

• Professional Service

• Volunteer Service

For award criteria and to submit a nomination, visit www.

at 866.575.7229 or by e-mail at pacifcalumni@pacific.edu.
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calendar
OCTOBER
Thomas J. Long School
of Pharmacy and
Health Sciences 50,h
Anniversary Celebration
October 1
Stockton Campus
Contact: Sherry McGee-Casey
209.946.3116
smcgee @pacific,edu

Homecoming &
Parents Weekend

Golden Gate Pacific Club

San Joaquin Pacific Club

October 15-16

Happy Hour

Tiger Happy Hour

Stockton Campus

July 28

September 15

5:30 PM

Phi Delta Chi

5:30 PM

50th Anniversary Dinner

Class of 2000 Reunion
October 15

Harrington's, San Francisco

Valley Brew, Stockton

Contact: Shannon Haugh '98

October 1

Contact: Erin (Westfall) Mettler '01

s_haugh @yahoo. com

erin. mettler@ci.Stockton,ca.us

Contact: Ralph Saroyan '64
rsaroyan @pacific,edu

AUGUST

Golden Gate Pacific Club

Golden Gate Pacific Club

Class of 2005 - Zero-Year Reunion

SF Giants vs. LA Dodgers

Tiger Happy Hour

October 15

September 18

October

Lake Elsinore Storm

11:30 AM Tailgate, 1:05 PM Game

5:30 PM

August 7

SBC Park, San Francisco

Harrington's, San Francisco

San Joaquin Pacific Club
Stockton Ports vs.

Noon Tailgate
1:05 PM Game

6

Contact: Shannon Haugh '98

Contact: Shannon Haugh '98

s_haugh @yahoo.com

s_haugh@yahoo.com

Stockton Campus
Contact: Office of Alumni Relations

Stockton Campus
Contact: Office of Alumni Relations

Contact: Office of Alumni Relations

Welcome Back Weekend
and BBQ
August 19-21

Stockton Campus
New Student Convocation
August 21
Stockton Campus

South Bay Pacific Club

Thomas J. Long School
of Pharmacy and Health Sciences
Pharmacy Scholarship
Golf Tournament
September 30

The Reserve at Spanos Park,
Stockton
Contact: Sherry McGee-Casey
209.946.3116
smcgee @pacific,edu

Tiger Happy Hour
August 25

6 PM
Location TBA
Contact: Anna Morais '92

August 23-September 4, 2005

Need more information?

Alumni College in Russia

Visit www.pacificalumni.org,

Orange & Black Ball

November 26-December 5, 2005

or contact us directly

August 21

Alumni College in Sicily

pacificalumni@pacific.edu

6 PM

March 23-31, 2006

209.946.2391 or

Alex G. Spanos Center

Escapade to Budapest and Prague

toll-free at 866.575.7229

Contact: Jim Dugoni '86

For more information, see ad on
inside back cover.

amorais @aol.com

209.946.2230
Jdugoni@pacific.edu
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PACIFIC
REGIONAL CLUBS
Share the Spirit and Join
a Pacific Club Near You.

For club contact information
and calendars, visit

www.pacificalumni. org.
Interested in starting a club
in your area? Contact the
Office of Alumni Relations.
California Pacific Clubs

North Bay
South Bay
East Bay
Golden Gate
Sacramento

Don't Miss Family Camp

San Joaquin

July 31-August 6!

Stanislaus
Central Coast
Los Angeles
San Diego
Fresno
Monterey

nily Camp is Back

Pacific Family Camp
has a long history of bringing

Conference Center are now

Reunite with old friends and

offering a new Family Camp.

meet other Pacific alumni

Family Camp at Shady

members of the Pacific

Creek is an adventure in

community and their families

the beautiful Sierra Nevada

together each summer.

foothills north of charming

Shady Creek Family Camp

Nevada City. People of all

is July 31 through August
6,2005.

Outside California

Last year, however, for a

Pacific Club of the

variety of reasons, Pacific had

ages can enjoy a wide variety

Nation's Capital

and their families. It's time to
relax and have fun!
Pacific Alumni Week at

to end its arrangement with

of activities during the day,

Southern Arizona Group

Feather River Inn. But the

such as water skiing, guided

For more information

Puget Sound

Pacific Alumni Association and

hikes, or archery, and evening

and to register, visit

Reno

Shady Creek Family Camp and

programs under the stars.

www. shadycreekcamp.com.

2004-05 Board of Directors and Officers

Top Row: Walter Chang '82 BUS, Steven Whyte '79 BUS, Vance Nelson '57, '61 COP, Cara (Feldmann) Martin '99 BUS, Diane (Ditz) Stauffer
69 EDU, Steve Werner '77 BUS, Sydney Young '85 COP, Larry Leasure '63 MUS, '66 COP Martha (Fairhead) Guthrie '62 COP, Geraldine
Rosen-Park '85 LAW, Alejandra (Palafox) Baker '99 SIS Bottom Row: Richard Harrison '61 COP.AlFarnum '59 BUS, F.lise (Bellecci) Haugh
'69 COP, Shannon Haugh '98 BUS, Terra (Await) Brusseau '96 COP, Scott Ki/patrick '97 BUS, Michael Kattelman '94 COP, Elizabeth Johnson
87 PHS, Denny Stilwell 88 COP, Henry Nanjo '83 COP, Janet (Stevenson) Watt '74, '76 COP, Sally Ly '02 COP Missing from photo: Michele
(lama,man) Cole '72, '04 EDU, Steve Allen '72 RAY. Peter Anderson '83 ENG, Robert Baxter '89 COP, and Lyndon Low '88 DEN.
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GET CONNECTED
DESTINATION: TIGER TREK TRIP TO THE YUCATAN PENINSULA
FEBRUARY 10-17, 2005

ALUMNI SPOTLIGHT

Right: Chicken Itza on the Yucatan
Peninsula. Bottom: John Kane '52.

The Mystery of the Mayans:
A Travel Journal by John Kane '52

I have traveled extensively, primarily with

by young Mayan dancers, and

Elderhostel and Overseas Adventure Travel.

a tour of a museum about

However, the best organized trip I have taken was
this past February with AHI International on a

Mayan culture. After

visit to the Yucatan booked through the Pacific
Office of Alumni Relations.

into a bus to a downtown

A group of about 30 enjoyed the week-long
journey to the Mexican Peninsula to learn about
the advanced Mayan civilization that prospered

Mexican Night festival.
we attended Catholic

from about300 BC to the arrival of the Spanish
in 1530 AD. Here's a look at our trip:

St. Anthony, built in

dinner, a bunch of us piled
park to celebrate a

DAY 4—Sunday — so
mass at the Convent of
1549 by Spanish Friars, in the colonial town

DAY 1—We arrived in Merida, capital of the

of Izamal. Another majestic Mayan pyramid

Yucatan state, and settled into the clean and

rose just a few blocks from our luncheon

handsome Hotel Villa Mercedes.

restaurant. That night, horse-drawn carriages

DAY 2—We learned about the history of
the Yucatan Peninsula and took a city tour,

took us to a special performance of Yucatan
music and dance.

DAY 5—The highlight of any visit to Yucatan-

featuring the 16th-Century Cathedral de
San Ildefonso, the oldest mainland cathedral

Chichen Itza. We explored the ruins of this

in North America. Then, a tour of the

hub of Yucatan political, religious, and military

Anthropology Museum of Merida was followed

power between 700 and 1200 AD. We were

by a welcome reception on the veranda of the

amazed by the giant Pyramid of Kukulcan,

Hacienda Xcanatun, a restored 18th-Century

also known as The Castle. Some of our more

country estate. The margaritas were plentiful
and excellent.

adventurous members climbed to its top.

DAY 3—This adventure-packed day began

DAY 6—We leave the Mayans behind to
visit Celestum Estuary, which includes the only

with a trip to Uxmal, where majestic stone

mainland colony of American flamingo in the

monuments and walls, meticulously carved

Northern Hemisphere.

DAY 7—An excellent lecture on

with Mayan ornamentation, rise from the
undulating hills. The site features the 117-feet

contemporary Mexico followed by shopping

high Pyramid of the Magician, illustrating the

in the Merida city center highlight this day. At

Mayan s advanced knowledge of astronomy

night, we are given a poolside final exam on

and mathematics. On the way home, we were

the week's travels, followed by a farewell dinner

treated to a tortilla cookout, a performance

at a fancy restaurant. Hasta luego.

Homecoming Weekend

The bandwagon is headed
to campus, and we're saving
a spot for you. Join us for
the Class of 2000 5th
Reunion and the Class of
2005 Zero-Year Reunion
during Homecoming
Weekend, October 15, 2005.
Save the date, and pass
the word along!

BENEFITS ESPECIALLY FOR PACIFIC ALUMNI
Being a lifetime member
of the Pacific Alumni
Association has its perks!
After graduation, Pacific alumni
can take advantage of these
special opportunities:

• Short-Term Health Insurance

• University Bookstore Discounts

• Auto & Home Insurance

• Discounts to Pacific

• Pacific Credit Card
• Kaplan Test
Preparation Discounts
• College Savings Plan

NOTES FROM THE PACIFIC ALUMNI ASSOCIATION

Athletic Events
• Access to the Career Resource
Center, Holt Memorial Library,

Learn more about taking
advantage of these benefits.
Check out
www.pacificalumni.org

(Benefits).

and Baun Fitness Center

PACIFIC REVIEW
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pacific Men's Basketball Head Coach
Bob Thomason knows a thing or
two about Pacific basketball — the
good, the bad, and the ugly. When he
played for Pacific in the late 60s and
early 70s, the team was a force to be
reckoned with, winning 60 games in
three seasons, and making it to the
NCAA Tournament in 1971.
But in 1988, when Thomason signed

Coach Thomason recruits

on as head coach, the men's basketball program
was in bad shape, having won only five of 29

young men he thinks

games. If Thomason wanted his alma mater to

will be good citizens

shine again, he had his work cut out for him.

and good representatives
of the University.

In the years that followed, Thomason put
Pacific men's basketball back on the map, leading
the Tigers to the NCAA Tournament in 1997 with

— Bob Highfill,

current Minnesota Timberwolves center Michael

The (Stockton) Record

Olowokandi '98.
Considering the past two seasons, it's safe to say
Thomason has not only put Pacific back on the map,
he has worked magic, and Pacific basketball is now

Life Coach: Bob Thomason
'72, '85 Leads Men's
Basketball to the
Promised Land

shining brighter than ever.
After a 27-4 season record, including 18-0 in the Big
West, Pacific advanced to the NCAA Tournament for the
second year in a row, defeating a prominent Big East team
and making it to the second round. Although that's where
Pacifies Tournament play ultimately ended, it was enough
to earn Thomason the Hugh Durham Mid-Major Coach of

For the past two years, Pacific's men's basketball team has been

the Year award. So just what exactly is it that makes Coach

smokin. Two Big West Championships, two trips to the NCAA

Thomason and his team so successful?

Tournament, eight weeks with a national ranking, and oh yea,

For those of you whose knowledge of college basketball

a ton of national exposure. CBS broadcast live from campus on

doesn t reach far beyond big orange ball, small white net, you'll

Selection Day, Good Day Sacramento featured a live segment,

be glad to know that Thomason's approach to coaching is a lot

and Coach Bob Thomason got around, giving television, radio,

like Pacifies approach to education—innovative and personal.

and newspaper interviews whenever possible. Add one more to

Thomason considers the basketball court his classroom,

that list: The Pacific Review. Our intrepid managing editor,

and he is adamant that his players develop character and a

Daniele Hagen 99 spoke with Coach Thomason a few weeks

strong work ethic along with their ball handling, offensive, and

after the madness" of March died down.

defensive skills. He stresses the importance of being part of a
group, and taking care of "individual stuff" so it doesn't get
in the way of the team's goals. Thomason notes that his teams
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unselfishness and ability to
Thomason's approach

sacrifice being a star for the

to coaching is a lot like

good of the team are two

Pacific's approach to

things that have contributed to

education — innovative

their success.

and personal.

Communication is essential
in Thomason's curriculum as
well. "You have to give them

WINTER/SPRING ATHLETICS HIGHLIGHTS

Men's Basketball

2005 Season Record: 27-4 Conference: 18-0
• Big West Conference Champions
• Coach Bob Thomason named Mid-Major Coach of the Year
• David Doubley named Big West Conference Player of the Year

permission to hold each other accountable," he said. "I have
to tell them that it's OK to argue in the right way, and to ask

Women's Basketball

for help." Thomason says that it takes time for players to trust

2005 Season Record: 5-22 Conference: 2-16

each other and not take things personally. Putting things into

• Junior Tina Sanerivi earned Big West Honorable Mention

perspective and setting goals helps too.
"When you get down to it, basketball is 80% mental and
20% physical. Players at first don't want to hear that...but

Men's Baseball

2005 Season Record: 30-28 Conference: 9-12

we improved our ability to get through difficult times.
When you put fear out there and talk about it, suddenly it's
not as big a deal."
The lessons paid off. During media interviews, the players

Women's Softball

2005 Season Record: 30-25 Big West: 12-9
• Gina Carbonatto named to the 2005 USA Softball

all talked about unselfishness, but Thomason is most proud

Collegiate Player of the Year Watch List by the

because he knows they meant it. "David [Doubley] won player

Amateur Softball Association

of the year, but it was like a team award. He never played with
his ego."

• Head coach Brian Kolze selected for the 2005
Softball Women's National Team Coaching Pool

Watch ESPN and it's clear that ego is a major part of the
game, but not just with players. Thomason says coaching in

Men's Golf

the NCAA has changed a lot since he first started. "Before,

• Pacific finished 7th in Big West Conference

coaching wasn't that big — you just had to have passion for it.

Championship, and tied for 5th at the Bite/Pacific

Now, some coaches go after publicity or money. But that s not

Coast Intercollegiate tournament

why I got into it."
The demand for publicity is so great that there is increased
pressure to sell tickets, which means more pressure to recruit

Women's Tennis

2005 Season Record: 19-6

the kind of players that fans want to see. While Thomason
isn't immune to some of that pressure, his approach to
recruiting hasn't changed much. Thomason works on the
assumption that different players have different needs, and
Pacific isn't the perfect fit for every player. What has changed,
however, is the fact that he doesn't have to pull out a map and
explain where and what Pacific is.
As an alumnus, and parent of two alumni, Thomason is
proud of what the team has done to boost alumni interest in
their school. "It's not the most important part of the school,
but it gives alumni pride. Being nationally ranked for eight
weeks in a row with all those other great schools — it was
unbelievable," Thomason said.
With phenomenal back-to-back seasons to his credit,
Thomason is already looking forward to next season.

For me, getting the team to play the best they can is the
ultimate challenge."
PACIFIC REVIEW

CLASS NOTES

1930

Loren Zeller, COP, Redding,
CT, "After two months of
retirement, I formed my own
marketing company, Zeller &
Associates LLC.

Helen (Case) Frost, COP,

Cupertino, CA, writes, "I
began my teaching career in
Tulare County and later mar
ried my childhood sweetheart
whom I lost to a heart attack
in 1948. Now I am living a
healthy and active life and I
keep busy by volunteering."

1944

Dan Poynter '60 COP

1961

OR, has published his ninth
book entitled The Pathology of
Man: A Study of Human Evil.
Tom Farley, COP, Redwood

Downey, CA, is active with
two Audubon Societies and
has received activist awards
from the National Audubon
Society and L.A. Parks and
Recreation.

COP, Alamo, CA, and
husband Ron celebrated
their 44th wedding
anniversary. They are writing
their first book, The New
Perspective... Ten Tools for Self
Transformation.

City, CA, and Sandra (Moon)
Farley, '65 COP, released
a CD of 12 wisdom tales
entitled "Words to the Wise."

1949

1963

Doris (Carpenter) Carlino,

Catherine Graeser,

MUS, Everett, MA, performed
for a Celebration of Italian
Music for the Dante Alighieri
Society in November.

EDU, Pueblo, CO, is an
adjunct instructor at Pueblo
Community College. She
is a licensed Brain Gym8
consultant.

1952
Jean (Heath) Hinkle,

COP, Las Vegas, NV, and
Charles E. Hinkle '54

COP completed an exciting
three-month roadtrip through
Canada and Alaska.

Janet (Hunt) Potter, COP,

Barrington, IL, is vice
president of Alumnae for the
Delta Gamma International
Fraternity.

Daniel Schneck, EDU,
Salem, OR, "We moved to
Salem to be close to one of
our daughters."

1964
Stockton, CA, is serving as
curriculum chair for San
Joaquin Delta College's Adult
Education program.

Albert (Vic) Luckey '74

COP and Brooke Luckey
of Stockton College
joined him.

Dan Poynter, COP, Santa
Barbara, CA, speaks about
aviation, publications
marketing, and travel. He
has designed and patented
parachutes and has
skydived 1,208 times.

Squire Fridell, '64 COP, Glen
Ellen, CA, and wife Suzy in
their most recent holiday card.

Raoul Kennedy, '64 COP, San Francisco,

1960

CA, received the "Trial Lawyer Hall of Fame
Award" at the 2005 Litigation Section
Annual Trial Symposium. Raoul is a partner
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom
Jjt flfe.!

IHhII

LLP-

He is also a member of all four "by

'nvitahon only" trial lawyer organizations.
As a student at Pacific, Kennedy was a
member of the Forensics/Debate team.

He and teammate Douglas Pipes '65 COP
won first place in the 1964 National Debate Tournament under
the direction of beloved coach Professor Paul Winters. Raoul
organized the Forensics reunion in 2004.
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Leonard Winchell, COP,
University Place, WA, retired
from the Tacoma school
district after working for 30
years in the Research and
Evaluation office. He currently
serves as executive secretary for
the Washington Educational
Research Association.

1968
Jonathan Brown, COP, Fair

Oaks, CA, writes, "I led a
team in the Mexican state of
Aguascalientes to discuss ways
that the governor-elect can
improve transparency in state
and local government."
Mark Miller, COP, Linden,
CA, writes, "Last year I had
triple bypass surgery. Now
I feel like a million dollars.
Although I teach
and coach at Linden High,
I also volunteer for Mended
Hearts and visit open heart
surgery patients."

Nancy Joan Ray, EDU,
John Kane, COP, Los Altos,
CA, participated on the
Alumni Campus Abroad trip
to Mexico's Yucatan Peninsula.

Eugene Mullen, COP,
Manteca, CA, retired after 37
years of teaching Biology and
coaching at East Union
High School.

Steven Bartlett, RAY, Salem,

Denise (Fedigan) Reynolds,

Jean Beaton, COP,

1966

John Strohmayer, COP,

Redding, CA, is in his
third year as superintendent
of the Gateway Unified
School District.

1969

David Judson, COP,
Boerne, TX, was named
to the 2005-06 National
Register's Who's Who in
Executives and Professionals
in Aviation. He is a pilot for
Continental Airlines.

1970

Rev. Cathleen (Cox)

Burneo,

COP, San Francisco, CA, says,
"I am a Unitarian Universalis!
minister who provides tools

CLASS NOTES

1976

to those who want to live a
balanced, meaningful life."
John Tavella, COP, San Jose,

CA, has been a teacher and
administrator in the San Jose
Unified School District for 31
years and is now principal of
Willow Glen Middle School.

1971

Bobbi (Whiteside)
Houtchens, COV, San

Bernardino, CA, is a
featured teacher in two
teacher development videos
produced by Annenberg and
the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting.

1972
Twinkle (Starr) Daniel, COP,

Montgomery, AL, writes,
"Best news ever! I have retired
after 20 years of high stress
and no sleep. Ya'll are next."
Skip Goez, RAY, Webster

Groves, MO, "I am restoring
my 1921 vintage house. It's
a lot of work especially when
you don't have the time! I also
restore stringed instruments
and have been self-employed
since I left school."

1973
Janice (Norberg)
Cinquegrano, CAL, Oakland,

CA, teaches art and ceramics/
mixed media at Albany High
School and owns Five Grain
Graphics, a printing business,
in Oakland. She lives with
her husband Pasquale and
daughter Marina.
Laurie Gillespie, COP,
Benicia, CA, was promoted
to regional sales director
for Ameriplan USA and is
responsible for recruiting and
training independent brokers.
She writes, "Email me at
Laurieef@aol.com."

Mignone (Allen) Wood,

Francisco de la Cruz
Melendez, ENG, Sequim,

COP, Redwood City,
CA, works part-time as
a land planner.

WA, retired as vice president
ot Human Resources and now
heads his own business.

Julio Hallack, COV, Turlock,
DougHaverty '73 COP
Doug Haverty, COP,

Burbank, CA, writes, "My
musical 'Flavia & The Dream
Maker' has just been published
by The Dramatic Publishing
Company."

1975

Gaye (Pahl) DeBlasis, MUS,

Pasadena, CA, "I still live and
teach piano in Pasadena and
recently earned my license to
sell real estate with Coldwell
Banker Residential."
Linda (Reiter) O'Rourke,

COP, Sebastopol, CA,
recently became clinical
laboratory manager at Palm
Drive Hospital.
Dr. Mitsu Kumagai, EDU,
San Jose, CA, is the director of
Youth and Arts Programs with
the Arts Council in Silicon
Valley. Since retirement, he
has been CEO of Volunteer
Exchange and executive
director of Japanese American
Community Services.
Jim Morisoli, PHS, East

Highland, CA, is in his 18th
year as owner of American
Surgical Pharmacy in San
Bernardino, CA. He and his
wife have three sons who are
all in college.
Andrew Puccinelli, COP, '78

LAW, Elko, NV, "In 2002 I
was appointed District Judge
of the 4th Judicial District
Court and then elected to
a six-year term. I live with
my wife Margaret and three
teenage children.

CA, founded Concrete
Innovations, a nationally
recognized landscaping
company, in 1986.
Jaydee Hanson, CAL,
Arlington, VA, is the director
of Human Genetics Policy
for the International Center
for Technology Assessment in
Washington, DC. He and his
wife Jane have four children.
Herman P. Miller III,

ENG, Stockton, CA, says
his company, Environmental
Developers Inc., has received
their third U.S. patent for
VRADO.
Jeffrey T. LaBelle, COV,

San Francisco, CA, spoke
on "Experiences of Ethnic
Acceptance and Prejudice in
English Language Learning"
at the annual California
Association for Bilingual
Education Conference.
Mitch Winick, RAY, Dallas,
TX, published the 3rd edition
of his book Opening and
Managing a Law Practice. He
is director of Education and
Programming for the Texas
Center for Legal Ethics and
Professionalism. He lives with
his wife and two children.

1979

John Cosmos Aller, COP,

Alexandria, VA, "I am still
working for the Department
of State with the Office of
Fraud Prevention Programs.
Before this, 1 taught overseas
for 10 years."

1980

Eric Ashdown, CAL,

Beijing, China, "1 was
recently recruited to be chief
security advisor for Microsoft
Greater China Region.
Attending Callison College
was the best preparation
for my career! Email me at
ericashd@microsoft.com."
Mark Mathias, COP,
Westport, CT, was elected
to the Board of Education in
Westport.

1981
Lura Dunn, COP, Bothell,

WA, is director at Fircrest
School, a state facility
for individuals with
developmental disabilities.
A. Peter Rausch, Jr., COP,
'86 LAW, Lodi, CA, expanded
his commercial law practice
to include Central Coast and
Silicon Valley clients.

1978

Joanne (Perino) Dorme,

CAL, Mahopac, NY, is
the owner of Small World
Entertainment and is married
with three children. She
writes, "Four years of college,
and I'm a clown!"

'81 COP. '86 LAW

PACIFIC REVIEW
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1982
Christine (Chenoweth)
Hammond, COP, El Dorado

Hills, CA, is an account
executive for St. Paul Travelers.
She lives with her husband.

for Cardiac Anesthesia. He
and his wife, Kate (Lejeune)
'82 COP have two children,
Patrick and Madeleine.

1984

time pharmacist. I moved to
Arizona with my wife and five
kids to help start Rock Point
Church. This December, I will
receive my second doctorate, a
Doctor of Ministry."

and Coalition soldiers, Iraqi
National Guard, Iraqi Police
and Iraqi Combatants. His
wife Carolyn (Keiler) '85
COP and kids are happy to
have him back.

Robin (Russell) Briceno,
Kate (Lejeune) Wall,

COP, Flower Mound, FX,
is a volunteer with the Susan
G. Komen Breast Cancer
Foundation and will be
chairperson of the 2005
Komen North Texas Race
for the Cu re.
Nobuo Tajiri, COP, Tokyo,
Japan, established the Tajiri
Clinic and is working as a
physician of internal medicine
and neurology.

1983
Mike Wall, COP, Flower

Mound, TX, is the vicechairman of the Anesthesia
department and director of
Cardiac Anesthesia at UT
Southwestern Medical Center.
He also holds the S.T. "Buddy"
Harris Distinguished Chair

MUS, Ventura, CA, is the
program administrator for
Ventura County Behavioral
Health in Oxnard, CA.
Laurence Held, COP,
Stockton, CA, joined Pacific
State Bancorp as a business
development officer.
Kate Moses, COP, San

Mark Mitchell, COP,
Menlo Park, CA, was named
president and CEO of First
to File, a global company
offering on-demand patent
and innovation management
solutions. Mark also served
as a Sloan Fellow from 20032004 for Stanford University.

Lt. Col. Greg Thibault '86 PHS and
his wife Carolyn (Keiler) '85 COP

Francisco, CA, won the 2003
Janet Heidinger Kafka Prize
for Best Work of Fiction
by an American woman.
She lives with her husband
Gary Kamiya and their two
children.

Dianna Rose, COP, Mercer
Island, WA, "For the past six
years I have been the on-air
evening personality and music
director at 98.9 Smooth Jazz
KWJZ in Seattle. Before that
I worked in Los Angeles radio
for 10 years."

Michael Brown, COP, Lima,
Peru, is an English teacher at
the Peruvian North-American
Cultural Institute and has lived
in Peru for over nine years.

1985

1986

COP, Pasadena, CA, writes,
"I am a stay-at-home mom
with a beautiful three-year-old
daughter who keeps me busy. I
also volunteer at the Children's
Hospital in Los Angeles."

Dr. Randall Deal, PHS,
Gilbert, AZ, writes, "For the
past six years, I have been a
full-time pastor and a part-

Lt. Col. Greg Thibault, PHS,

Kailua, HI, was part of a team
of surgeons who provided
trauma care for American

1988
Pamela (Clark) Armus,

PACIFIC WEDDING ALBUM
Benjamin H. Buggs '80

BUS and Mary Ann Hood,
9/11/04, Reno, NV
Michael Brown '86 COP and

Margot Baca Puma, 8/14/04,
Cusco, Peru
Janel Wing '93 EDU and

Gavin McCarthy, 7/20/03,
San Diego, CA
Kelli Howell '92 COP and

Dan Heinzerling, 4/27/02,
Hudson, OH
Karla Gonzalez '95 COP and

John Kiriako, 9/21/03, Saint
Helena, CA
Kate Foss '96 COP and

USAF SSgt Ron Smith,
1/30/05, LakeTahoe, NV
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Erin Kirby '96 EDU and
Steve Naylor, 8/04, Kailua, HI
Jose Antonio Alicea II '97

ENG and Adriana Ventura,
5/29/04, Stockton, CA

Heather Torvend 02 COP,
SIS and Peter Hansen,
6/12/04, Odense, Denmark
Jessica Curley '03 COP and

Yoo Ri Clark '98 MUS

David Berlin, 7/26/04,
San Diego, CA

and Arthur Braucksick III,
10/22/04, Tuscon, AZ

Michele Kelley '03 ENG and
Richard Hackett 04 BUS,

Cara Feldmann '99 BUS and

6/19/04, Stockton, CA

James Martin, 11/20/04, San
Jose, CA

Rebecca Marks 03 PHS
and Sam Harper, 7/31/04,
Stockton, CA

Bree Mitchell '99 COP
and Ben Tarne '99 MUS,
9/18/04, Portland, OR
Maria Velasco 00, '01 EDU
and Muhammad Rizvi '02

BUS, 7/16/04, Stockton, CA

Claire De La Rosa 04

COP and Brandon Mendoza,
4/15/05, Stockton, CA
From top to bottom: Erin Kirby
96 EDU and Steve Naylor, Jessica
Curley '03 COP and David Berlin,
Cara Feldmann '99 BUS and
James Martin.

r#
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1989

Terri Lynn (Carr) Coop,
ENG, Fort Scott, KS, "After
five years as an engineer and
auditor for Mobil Oil, I went
to law school in Oklahoma
where I became a public
defender. My husband and I
also have an antique business."
Jenny Coupe, COP, Los
Gatos, CA, a Kappa Alpha
Theta alumna, joined
AirMagnet last year as
the director of Corporate
Marketing.
Jennifer Drennan, COP,
San Francisco, CA, is a design
consultant at Union Street
Goldsmith. She writes, "I
live with my partner John
Wonder who is teaching me
to longboard. We like to
hike, play tennis, and restore
our 1968 Karmann Ghia
convertible."
Audrey Schroeder, SIS,
Shanghai, China, works as
a self-employed freelance
consultant. She earned her MA
in Organizational Leadership
from Gonzaga University.
J. Carlos Velazquez, COP,
Alexandria, VA, was selected
to be on a research team on
behalf of the Pan American
Health Organization for FdIV/
AIDS in Belize. He is also
the director of Training and
Research at The Praxis Project.

1990
Dr. Marvin V. Curtis, EDU,
Fayetteville, NC, is the
assistant dean of the College
of Humanities and Social
Sciences at Fayetteville
State University.
Dana Levitt, COP, San
Francisco, CA, "I recently
started my own jewelry
company, Dana Levitt

Designs. I also work with
brides to custom-design
bridesmaid jewelry."
Fred Renner, COP,
Monrovia, CA, is a senior
network specialist for NBC
Universal responsible for
global network operations.

1992

Cindy (Henderson) Deane,
MUS, Lynwood, WA, is
prospect researcher for the
Seattle Symphony. She
performs in the Seattle area
and coaches youth orchestras.
She and her husband, Travis
Deane '92 ENG, have been
married for 10 years.
Kelli (Howell) Heinzerling,
COP, Dallas, TX, is employed
as a Senior Strategic Sourcing
Analyst with TXU.
Molly (Reed) Hunter, COP,
Seattle, WA, lives with her
husband, twin girls, and
baby boy.
Travis Deane, ENG,
Lynwood, WA, is a
geotechnical engineer for
Shannon & Wilson, Inc.
Joel Enos, COP, San
Francisco, CA, purchased
San Francisco's Limelight, the
world-renowned theatre and
film industry bookstore. He is
also on the board of the Ray of
Light Theatre Company and is
currently working on his first
original play.

1993

Martin Hall, COP, Seattle,
WA, is the president of the
board for the Seattle Chapter
of the American Institute of
Graphic Arts. Hall also joined
Microsoft as design researcher
for the MSN Customer
Design Center.

L. David Fluty, COP,
Stockton, CA, is the
director of Scientific Services
for Customs and Border
Protection for the
U.S. Department of
Homeland Security.

1994

Elmano Costa, EDU, Turlock,
CA, is an associate professor
of Education at Cal State
University, Stanislaus and is
the director of the Center for
Portuguese Studies. He also
coordinates the Multiple
Subject Credential program
and the Intern program.

Ryan Gagerman BUS,
Los Angeles, CA, was
promoted to vice president
of International Consumer
Products.

1996
Henry Phillips, EDU, 04
EDU, Stockton, CA, "After six
years of teaching in Stockton,
1 became an assistant principal
for the Stockton Unified
School District."

1995

Regina (Ruse) Woods,
BUS, Linden, CA, is
the partner marketing/
membership manager for the
Sacramento Convention and
Visitors Bureau.
Chris Hilleary, PHS,
Sacramento, CA, is project
coordinator with Pharmaciens
Sans Frontieres for a
humanitarian aid mission in
Cambodia. He is also on
the steering committee for
Operation Smile.
Erik Olstad, ENG,
Philadelphia, PA, moved to
Philadelphia from Houston
to attend physician assistant
school. His wife Claire is a
pediatrician, and they live with
their two-year-old son Max.
Chris Shultz, COP,
Sacramento, CA, directs
the state capitol office of
California State Senator Dede
Alpert. He lives with his
partner Ellen.
Karla (Gonzalez) Kiriako,
COP, Odessa, EL, is a
marketing manager tor a
pharmaceutical company.

FAMILIES AND FRIENDS
Pacific graduates from four
decades celebrate an afternoon
together at the Claremont.
Clockwise from top: Janice
(Smith) Sweeney '65 COP,
Julie (Williamson) Aragon
'80 MUS, Lora Lou (Childs)
Smith '39 COP, and Jean
(Morrall) Williamson '40 COP.

Kingsly Shum, PHS,
El Monte, CA, I am
a pharmacist at a retail
pharmacy. Serving my
neighborhood has been great.

1997

Dorthy (Beattie) Freeman,
UC, Stockton, CA, is a
prevention specialist tor
San Joaquin County
Prevention Services.
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PACIFIC BABY BOOK
Andrea Maitra '85 BUS and David Konell, a daughter, Lila,

10/4/04, Santa Monica, CA
Dr. Michael V. Gamboa '85 COP, '88 DEN, and Judy Chen,
a son, Matthew Jake, 7/15/04, San Francisco, CA
Eric Dueltgen '87 ENG and Michele Helsley '90 COP, a
daughter, Emma May, 5/12/04, Tracy, CA
Nancy Rasenti '89 BUS and Cris Romero, a son, Leo Samuel,
8/10/04, Visalia, CA
Marci (Baun) Fritzius '90 COP and Charlie Fritzius, a
daughter, Aurora Helen, 7/26/04, Culver City, CA
Fred Renner '90 COP and Kerrianne Renner, a daughter,
Junia Danell, 2/10/04, Monrovia, CA
R.G. McGann '91, '94 COP and Melissa Alford '96 SIS,
twins, Keira Katherine and Andrew Alexander, 4/9/04, Santa
Rosa, CA
Cindy Henderson '92 MUS and Travis Deane '92 ENG, a
son, Trevor, 12/19/04, Lynwood, WA
Kelli Howell '92 COP and Dan Heinzerling, a daughter,
Bridget Christine, 4/22/03, Dallas, TX
Jean (Jenny) Hughes Flanigan '92 ENG and Allen Flanigan,
a son, Adam Thomas, 5/28/04, Dutch Flat, CA
Laura Norman '92 SIS and Kurt Leafstrand, twin daughters,
Katherine Grace and Sarah Elizabeth, 12/18/03, Needham, MA
Molly Reed '92 COP and James Hunter, a son, Owen, 9/12/04
and twin girls, Darby and Morgan, 2/25/03, Seattle, WA
Daniel Hanttula '93 BUS and Nancy Hanttula, a son, Saylor
Hanh, 11/9/04, Norman, OK
Janel Wing 93 EDU and Gavin McCarthy, a son, Jaden
Phillip, 2/25/05, San Diego, CA
Jackie Gouw '94 PHS and Ronald Ceballos '90 PHS, twins,
Christopher and Melanie, 10/12/04, La Jolla, CA
Jennifer (Schmidt) Kelley '94 COP and Brian Kelley, a son,
Jack Parker, Riverside, CT

Hannah Nelson '94 SIS and Vadim Sidorov, a son, Alexander
Nelson, 7/10/04, New York, NY
Matthew Switzer '94 COP and Lori, a son, Scott Thomas,
6/17/04, Chicago, IL
Susan Wong '94 COP and Eric Niiya, twin sons, Andrew
Scott and Bryan Thomas, 12/10/04, Hayward, CA
Carrie Robertson '95 EDU and Sam Allen, a son, Max

Bishop, 9/17/04, San Carlos, CA
Heather Davis '97 BUS and Christopher Mezzetta, a
daughter, Serena, 11/27/04, South San Francisco, CA
Scott Kilpatrick '97 BUS and Denise Attard '97, '00 EDU,

a son, Cooper Gaines, 4/18/04, Redwood City, CA
Celexsy stout '97 COP and Ricco Adame, a son, Zachary
Cole, 11/30/04, Elk Grove, CA
Kristen Taglia '97 COP and Randy Martinez, a son, Noah
Michael, 5/13/04, Phoenix, AZ
Jeff Wong '97 PHS and Selena Wong, a daughter, Mary Joyce,
12/18/04, San Francisco, CA
Dr. Tricia Castiglione '98 PHS and Dr. Arby R. Hoobyar, a
daughter, Nina Marie, 1/20/05, Turlock, CA
Wendy (Neidlinger) Haskell '98 LAW and Rob Haskell, a
son, Tyler Donald, 7/14/04, Ukiah, CA
Andrew Reyes '99 COP and Kathleen Greely 01 COP, a
daughter, Hannah Patricia, 11/25/03, Stockton, CA
Tammy Nietschke 00 BUS and Tom Drescher, a son, Troy
Elrond, 2/1/04, Lodi, CA
Saylor Spare '01 BUS and Debra Patricia Spare, twins,

Nathan Benett and Hannah Faith, 10/30/04, Fairfield, CA
1. Andrew Scott and Bryan Thomas Niiya, 2. Keira Katherine
and Andrew Alexander McGann, Z.Adam Thomas Flanigan,
4. Jack Parker Kelley, 5. Aurora Helen Fritzius, 6. Tyler
Donald Haskell, 7. Cheyenne Nicole Johnson, 8. Nina Marie Hoobyar,
9. Serena Mezzetta, 10. Zachary Cole Adame, 11. Troy Elrond
Drescher, 12. Saylor Hanh Hanttula

CLASS NOTES

Jessica (Bradshaw) Rennie,

EDU, Napa, CA, is the new
head coach of Wine Country
Aquatics of Napa. Rennie was
captain of the Pacific swim
team from 1996-1997.

Freedom. He now works
as an education coordinator
of CHRISTUS Spohn
Health System.

1999
Ryan Pinkham, COP,

Jose Antonio Alicea II, ENG,
Stockton, CA, now works
for California Department
of Transportation as a
transportation engineer after
receiving his professional
engineering license in 2002.
Kevin Trager, MUS,

Indianapolis, IN, is a professor
of Voice at Wabash College.
He performs regularly in the
community and is a vocal
artist at Aire Born Recording
Studios. Kevin lives with his
wife Renata.
Denise (Attard) Kilpatrick,

'00 EDU, Redwood City, CA,
teaches part-time for Campbell
Union School District. She also
spends time with son, Cooper,
and running a preschool.
Scott Kilpatrick, BUS,

Redwood City, CA, sells
commercial real estate for
Marcus & Millichap.

1998
Yoo Ri (Clark) Braucksick,

MUS, Tuscon, AZ, is a faculty
member of The PRIME School
of Music where she teaches
voice and piano lessons. She
is also an accompanist at
University of Arizona.
Ryan Bowling, COP, San

Mateo, CA, handles publicity
for PlayStation product line
for Sony. He also competed in
the open water Alcatraz and
Tiburon swims.

Stockton, CA, teaches Honors
U.S. and World History at
Franklin High School.

Christi, TX, served as a medical
sergeant for the U.S. Army
during Operation Iraqi

John Lee, BUS, Stockton, CA,

Farmington, NM, went to
Melbourne, Australia with
Rotary's New Mexico
District 5520's Group Study
Exchange team. Carol just
received a masters in Clinical
Social Work.

works for Wells Fargo Home
Mortgage in Manteca, CA.

MUS, Castro Valley, CA,
teaches piano and voice lessons
from her home while actively
pursuing a career in opera. "I
am married and living two
doors down from my parents!

IN MEMORIAM

Carol White '01 COP

2002

Veronica (Tovar) Bandy,

PHS, Stockton, CA, is the new
president of Central Valley
Society of Health Systems
Pharmacists and secretary of the
San Joaquin Valley Pharmacists
Association.
Nathan Falstreau, SIS,

Stockton, CA, began a new
position in the Admission
Office at Otis College of Art
and Design in Los Angeles.

Eugene, OR, teaches
Audio Engineering at Lane
Community College and

Donald Zimmerman '54

DEN, 1/05, Nipoema, CA
Paul Berger '47 COP, '58

EDU, Costa Mesa, CA

2004

Lee Emery Allerdice '58
COP, 12/23/04, Stockton, CA
Wayland Ezell '60, '63 COP,

2/16/04, St. Cloud, MN

Richard Hackett, BUS,

David Mulder '62, '63 MUS,
1/18/05, Eugene, OR

Discovery Bay, CA, is employed
at West Star Industries in

Geoffrey M. Wood '69 BUS,

m

designer. She received a
masters of Music in Intermedia
Music Technology from
University of Oregon.

Albert Chance '48, '51 MUS,
9/18/04, Oakland, CA

ENG, Discovery Bay, CA, is
a civil engineer for Luk and
Associates.

CA, joined Morgan Stanley in
Stockton as a financial advisor
trainee. He passed the Series 7

Melissa Stark, MUS,

Boulder, CO, writes, "I am
having a great time as the
director of music for two
churches, a private voice and
piano teacher, and a tutor. I
just earned my MM in Choral
Conducting."

John Dougherty, husband of
Mariluise Routzahn '45 COP,
12/16/03, Great Falls, MT

Michele (Kelley) Hackett,

Jake Liddicoat, BUS, Acampo,

www.drmoga.com.

Gabrielle Dietrich, MUS,

Erwin Farley '39 COP,
4/18/03, Tiburon, CA

2003

2001

Irina Moga, COP, '04 DEN,
Beaverton, OR, opened her
own family dental practice.
Check out her website at

CA, works for Wells Fargo
Financial as a credit manager.

CA, is a home mortgage
consultant for Wells Fargo
Home Mortgage serving the
greater Modesto area.

Jessica (Deardorff) Elder,

and 66 exams.

Alice Pham, BUS, Sacramento,

Cynthia Pham, BUS, Stockton,

2000

is also a freelance sound
Jerry Dugan, COP, Corpus

Carol White, COP,

8/29/04, Tulsa, OK

Tracy, CA.

Paul Berger '47 COP, '58 EDU, Costa
Mesa, CA, passed away January 29, 2005
after complications with lung cancer. He
was 82. Paul served in the U.S. Army
during WWII and received a Purple Heart.
At Pacific, he was student body president.
After earning his master's degree from

Pacific and a Ph.D. from University of California, Berkeley, Paul
became the founding principal of Fountain Valley High School

where he remained until 1979. Paul is survived by his wife
Barbara and daughter Stephanie.
PACIFIC REVIEW
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•111!
Above: The 1948 Tiger Baseball team won the only conference championship
in Pacific Baseball history and was the first baseball team inducted into
Pacific's Hall of Fame. Far left and left: Charismatic Coach Hugh "Jo Babe"
McWilliams '40, '58, still ranks fourth in Pacific baseball coaching victories.

Hugh McWilliams and the Golden Season

I

n 1948, with Pacific baseball only in its third year in the

described in the yearbook as "probably Pacific's greatest all-round,

California Collegiate Athletic Conference, Hugh "Jo-Babe"

All-American athlete, and undoubtedly its most popular."

McWilliams '40, '58 coached the Tigers to Pacific's first and

so far, only, conference championship in baseball.
McWilliams credits his team of talented and dedicated
players for that winning season. In fact, six of them went on to
play professional baseball after graduation. McWilliams' brother,

Both McWilliams and the 1948 baseball team were inducted
into the Pacific Athletics Hall of Fame. In fact, McWilliams is a
charter member of the Athletics Hall of Fame as an athlete.
McWilliams still ranks fourth in Pacific program history in
baseball coaching victories. Shortstop Pete Chalmers '50

Stan McWilliams '50, a player on the Pacific team, actually

remembers those years as "Golden Years," and speaks of Coach

pitched a no-hitter that year.

McWilliams as a great strategist. First baseman Sonnie Adkins

Because of numerous challenges, dedication to the team was a

'51 remembers how he cared about the players and loved the

prerequisite. Scholarships were virtually non-existent, the team's

game. He reminisced, "Those were the best years of my life."

practice field was located at the state mental hospital, and players
had to provide their own transportation to away games.
A former Pacific athlete, McWilliams returned as baseball coach

Bud Klein '47, who also played for McWilliams, along with
his family, has given the lead gift for Pacific's new baseball field,
to be called the Klein Family Field. For the first time in 60 years,

in spring 1946. In his first year as coach, the fledgling varsity

the Tigers will play in their own home stadium, rather than

team "were the winningest outfit of the year," says the Naranjado.

traveling cross-town.

While a student, McWilliams turned in strong

When the first pitch is tossed at Klein Family Field, those

performances in football, as well as becoming one of Pacific's

veterans of the Golden Season will be rooting for Coach Ed

highest scoring varsity basketball players, nabbing All-Far West

Sprague, Jr. and the Pacific baseball team to bring in another

Conference First Team selection two years running. He was

championship. Go Tigers!
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WONDERS OF THE WORLD ON PACIFIC ALUMNI TRAVEL TOURS!

Russia

Sicily

Escapade to Budapest and Prague

Alumni College in Russia

Alumni College in Sicily

March 23-31, 2006

August 23-September 4, 2005

November 26-December 5, 2005

Discover two exciting cosmopolitan

Sightsee your way through the heart

On this journey to the island of Sicily, you

centers of Europe. In Budapest, you'll

of Russia between St. Petersburg and

will travel the rolling hills of the interior

roam the meandering lanes on Castle Hill,

Moscow. Excursions to the Kremlin, Red

region and visit the Prince of Corleone

visit the opulent Royal Palace, and enjoy

Square, and the Hermitage Museum

winery and the town of Corleone, made

a medicinal thermal bath in a historic

are all part of this amazing trip. You will

famous by Mario Puzo's Godfather books

spa. The adventure continues to Prague

also enjoy a cultural performance at the

and films. You will also explore the Villa

with a visit to the Astronomical Clock,

magnificent Yusupov Palace. Don't miss

Patagonia, known as the "Villa of the

Old Town, Prague Castle, and more!

this wonderful opportunity to experience

Monsters," because of its unusual statuary.

Renowned guest lecturers will highlight

the "new" Russia firsthand.

There is no place like this in the world—

the histories of these two cities. Join us

Starting at $3,195

come see for yourself.

for this dual-city excursion.

Starting at $2,895

Starting at $1,695

UNIVERSITY OF THE

All prices include airfare. Land-only fares are also available. For more information on these and other
trips, including upcoming cruises, contact the Office of Alumni Relations toll free at 866.575.7229
or visit the Alumni website www.pacificalumni.org and click on Benefits and Services.

PACIFIC

Area Children
Attend Free
Kennedy Center
Musical at Pacific
In March 2005, more than 2,600
schoolchildren from Stockton and
Lodi attended a free performance of
the musical, "The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer," a production of the Kennedy
Center for the Performing Arts'
Imagination Celebration. Stockton
was the only stop in the region for
this traveling program. The generous
support of Dea and Ron '65 Berberian
among others made the event possible.
TOP: PERFORMANCE SHOT COMPLIMENTS OF THE KENNEDY CENTER FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, BOTTOM: KARRI SHEPHERD
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